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After 
Jordan Brand and many athletes signed cooperation gradually and more areas of the leader, and Canadian singer Drake OVO
series of shoes is has become the focus of concern of the circle of shoes, especially in the original can only be seen in the Drake
OVO series on my feet, caused the extensive discussion in commercial plan come true recently, AIR JORDAN 12 "OVO" real clear
photographs show the texture of shoes so many enthusiasts praise. 

uses Nubuck shoe and pearl skin and translucent jelly, even the whole shoes almost only a single tone, still through the contrast
material to create a very strong sense, although with a series of OVO in the same style, there is no clear sales information, but who
do not know whether there will be no warning on sale list tomorrow, want to start to wait, after all, the market price of the current
outflow samples are too terrible. 

source: SneakerNews

New York famous shoes stores Extra Butter recently in the shop carefully created called "The Jordan Brand Legacy Club" the theme
of the exhibition, from the front of the store can feel to Jordan the great theme exudes a distinguished atmosphere, into the store can
be seen by the host team carefully selected Jordan career classic moment photos, and display the recent sale of shoes such as Air
Jordan Future, Air Jordan 13, Air Jordan 14 and Jordan Spiz 'Ike style, and then through a deeper Jordan lifestyle, like a fine leather
seats, award cup, champagne and cigars, Persian carpets and other furnishings design so attentively in addition to pay tribute to the
great occupation career of Jordan, also will bring a shoe lovers not experienced shopping experience, friends in New York might take
time to a pilgrimage Let's go. 
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source: Nike

adidas following last year's launch of the all star game version of the short sleeved shirt, return sleeveless design, and draw the
basketball history and this year to host the New York culture for inspiration, launched a series of suits, this year by the New York
Knicks and Broolyn nets team jointly organized two host venues, the official logo of NBA released earlier also reflects the city
features, right aspect line is the subway and bus route, and connects the five administrative districts: Queens, Staten Island,
Manhattan, Bronx and Broolyn, star weekend in Barclays nets for the home court held Center, the all star game will be carried out in
the Madison Square Garden the Knicks home court. 

the design purpose is to pay tribute to the basketball history, can see the 2015 version of Jersey selection retro round collar design,
while in a large area space layout style and simple style, and abandon things English District words, and with the neat black and
white for both sides of the Jersey, and the biggest differences in the past is behind at the same time will have surnames and names
of players together. 
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The stars on the side of the 
shirt are not meaningful, echoing NBA's official logo, and Adidas will represent the five divisions with different patterns of stars: 

Queens Star: Unisphere Google. You must have seen the planet in many movies. Staten Island: 

at the same time look carefully, the details of the five stars fit into a star in the chest, 

in addition, Adidas also prepared a coat, T-Shirt and warm pants and other equipment, are using black and white, gray and other



colors, different from the previous celebration of feelings, but rather add a lot of fashion tastes. As the development of design of the
all star game jerseys and to like intelligent mobile phone, change in the limited carrier, and every time we can see that there are not
the same idea, have to admire the team behind the efforts. The game is still a while away, so let's look forward to this NBA year

adidas launched the Pure series, in addition to the previous introduction of the Adidas adizero Adios BOOST Pure, now also
introduced Adidas Energy BOOST Pure. With a simple tone with the original BOOST technology and comfortable Techfit uppers, so
that the original function of shoes more fashion sense. The two new colors will be released overseas in September, and two new
colors for girls will also be introduced. The information on the domestic sale is unknown. Please keep our report locked. 
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Shibuya and Shinjuku, Ikebukuro tied for the three mate in Tokyo have heart, in addition to the Seibu department store, 109
department stores, Marui Department store... So we sell shop famous for having heard it many times in this landmark, youthful energy
blocks, this visit is one of the adidas flagship store came here prospecting shoe shop potential need to arrange the pilgrimage,
complete items is naturally needless to say, but compared to Taiwan's flagship store in filial piety for product breadth and depth is not
not much, so the Japanese team just published in the 2014 World Cup National Team Football Jersey, and small trip mainly focus on
items of jogging shoes to share. 

as mentioned above, Adidas flagship store is located in the most bustling Shibuya area, opposite the 109 department, at any time at
the hustle and bustle of large crowds is very lively, the Japanese team, the main Kagawa Shinji and Adidas hope the messages are
clearly displayed on the flagship store on the wall, including "all in or nothing" is a Japanese bushido spirit let a person feel bound to. 

at the door to greet the national team lined up, wearing a very imposing manner! A set of clothing design inspiration from the "yen
array" to bring the faith in a variety of sports to see the players in a circle will strengthen, Adidas will force this spirit into the flame, a
red jersey behind the Japanese team Wai yen array the occasion will around the endless raging torrid, design is very a hot blooded,
and socks and shoes from this concept, players play as feet burning, full of energy, reflected in the official movie everywhere can see
this concept. 

jogging class. What kind of runner are you? 
no matter what sports, choose their own equipment are very important, while running on the foot, most probably it did not actually
happen before the race is our shoes must be carefully chosen, in addition to the previously introduced Adidas adizero Takumi this
competition shoes, from the beginning of the introductory style can choose to provide all kinds of run who, more than their own ability
or needs to choose shoes will not let oneself become strong, but there will be danger of injury, Shibuya flagship store has all kinds of
sports shoes will be arranged for the distinction is very good, but you can clearly see a prosperous jogging in the store, in addition to
football, the most is jogging related products. 

jogging area will see a show, let's buy shoes consumers in accordance with their own ability to find suitable shoes, basically is 10 km
to the completion time to do segmentation, can see the left side is the introductory practice style, but the right you can see the adizero
Takumi series, Takumi series launched in Japan there are quite a few runners give positive evaluation, I think that with the existing
Adidas technology and three village Mr. boosting footwear experience complementary has great influence. 

of course, if Adidas's technology has provided you with the best assistance, but the market Q

Puma recently in its classic shoes Blaze of Glory as a design inspiration, and this type of shoes refer to each prefix name, launched a
product called B.O.G. Limitless Hi new shoes, uppers mainly adopts the knitting technology to create, and then type elastic socks
collocation in boots, in the bottom is the use of brand core technology IGNITE Foam at present, the shock absorber material, and is
located in the side of the support plate is from Blaze of Glory, this block not only enrich the appearance of sense of hierarchy, but also
to strengthen the overall link lace hole cladding. The group's "Animal Pack", designed for female friends, adds snake like detail to
parts of the region, creating a unique wild atmosphere with black and white interlaced lines. The series is now available on foreign
online sites and is priced at 150 euros. 

source: Sneaker Freaker

A new member of the 
Hyperquickness series coming soon, the original Zoom Air technology to replace the Lunarlon material to create a new shock?? Nike
Lunar Hyperquickness?, the shoe body still use the lightweight Hyperfuse?, and HyperRev? The bottom design of the same, but in a
transparent glass film on the soles of the words will be changed? Lunarlon?, people quite looking forward to the performance of
actual combat. 

news source: solecollector
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